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The purpose of my project was to create concrete changes that could be implemented within Patterson Court 
Council to create lasting sustainable behaviors at Davidson College. Patterson Court Council is the collection of 
IFC Fraternities, Eating Houses, and NPHC Organizations within Davidson College. This project was inspired 
by my experience as a Sustainability Chair for my PCC Organization. During my tenure, I was confronted by a 
system that was largely unorganized and unaccountable, and members that were indifferent towards their 
unsustainable behaviors. This project uses data collected by the Sustainability Office and a survey that I 
distributed, and utilizes course concepts from SOC331 and best practices from other higher education 
institutions to inform my proposals for change.

Methods

Administered Surveys

Identification of 
Community-Based Need

Proposals for Change 

Background
While there is no shortage of data about why sustainability is important and the vast room for improvement in a larger context, 
this project uses local data that is specific to Davidson College’s campus and it’s Patterson Court Council culture.

Recyclemania 2016 (Recyclemania)
• The Sustainability Office measured the waste generated by Davidson College in an average week during the spring 

semester
• 48% of Davidson’s total waste goes into a landfill, taking up land that could be otherwise used, and contributing 

methane gas emissions into the atmosphere

Armfield Waste Audit: Weekend of November 16, 2016 (Armfield Waste Audit)
• The Sustainability Office observed the contents of one dumpster over the course of one weekend
• They found 300lbs of trash. 21lbs were beer cases, 14lbs were solo cups, and 56lbs were beer cans, all of which are 

recyclable

PCC Sustainability Structure (PCC Bylaws)
• Each organization in PCC is required to have a Sustainability Chair, working under the PCC Sustainability Chair, and 

comprising the Sustainability Council
• However, in practice, there are no immediate accountability measures to make sure any progress is made, and the 

chairs are left to work independently
• This semester, the Sustainability Council had two organized meetings, both with fewer than 50% attendance

Review and Application of 
Course Concepts Review of Best Practices

Survey Results Applied Course Concepts Best Practices

Pictured: Compositional breakdown by 
weight of Recyclemania 2016 results

Pictured: An image captured of the 
Armfield Waste Audit results

1) “How much do YOU value 
sustainability?”

2) “How much does your 
ORGANIZATION value 
sustainability?”

Unfreezing
• Create a mandatory sustainability educational event each semester in order to get members to value sustainability
• Establish a community among the PCC Sustainability Chairs, and among PCC as a whole, that is inclusive, realistic, contemplative, safe, and defined by 

a collective spirit (Peck, 1988) in order for members to see themselves as part of a larger social fabric

Moving
• Create a list of concrete sustainability initiatives that organizations can enact
• Have a more communicative, collaborative relationship between organizations in PCC by holding regular meetings and conversations for the 

Sustainability Council to surface the inner experiences of the organizational members of PCC

Refreezing
• Revise the bylaws to make clear, succinct goals and responsibilities for the PCC Sustainability Chair and each organization’s Sustainability Chair to 

improve accountability, by enforcing repercussions if they are not met, and giving rewards if they are exceeded
• Emphasize leadership development through the creation subcommittees within the Sustainability Council to give individuals more responsibility and 

create leaders who are passionate about sustainability

-
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• Question 1
• Sustainability had the highest percentage of “not at all” votes 

(3.7%) and the lowest percentage of “a lot” votes (27%)
• Question 2

• 12.5% of participants said that their organizations do “not [care] at 
all” about sustainability

• Over half of participants said that their organizations do “not [care] 
“at all” or “much” about sustainability

• Only 1.67% of IFC members said their organization cares about 
sustainability “a lot.”

• Individual and Organization Dissonance
• 27% valued sustainability “a lot,” but only 14.81% said their 

organizations valued sustainability “a lot”

Sustainability Education
• Colby College - Distributes a Green Living Guide that informs 

students on how they can make small changes to live more 
sustainably. 

• Middlebury College - Hosts more than a dozen lectures per 
year pertaining to sustainability. 

• Furman University - All students are required to take at least 
one course addressing “humans and the natural 
environment.”

Institutional Commitment to Sustainability
• Colorado State University – Have a 93% waste diversion in 

campus dining centers as well as frequent “zero-waste 
events.”

• Colorado State University – Have a growing investment in 
alternative transportation, including electric car charging 
stations on campus, and bicycle maintenance and education 
for students, faculty, and staff. 

• Green Mountain College - Has already reached climate 
neutrality and has made a commitment to adopt 100% 
renewable energy by 2020. 

Organization and Student Collaboration
• Green Mountain College - Collaborates with students to 

conceive and strategize sustainable features of campus, such 
as a solar array and a windmill.

My approach uses Lewin’s three-stage process of change (Burnes, 
2006) as a theoretical framework. This model is compromised of 
unfreezing (providing a rationale for change), moving (shifting 
behavior), and refreezing (reinforcing change).

The following concepts inform specific proposals within these three 
stages of change. 

• Cycle of Socialization (Harro, 2000) – We are born into a set of social 
identities and socialized to have specific biases, habits, traditions, 
norms, and values. These can only be changed by education for 
critical consciousness to question the status quo.

• Caring (Noddings, 1984) – Caring requires reciprocity, and for a 
relationship to be caring, both A and B must contribute and benefit 
appropriately. 

• Civic Responsibility (A Civic Nation, 2010) – Morally and civically 
responsible individuals recognize themselves as a member of a 
larger social fabric and considers social problems to be at least partly 
their own.

• Member Experience (Nilsson & Paddock, 2014) - “Socially innovative 
organizations draw on member experiences to generate the raw 
material of social change” through routine meetings and 
conversations in order to “surface the inner experiences of 
organizational members during the normal course of everyday work.”

• Leadership Development (Keddy, 2001) – “All people can become 
leaders” through a process of awakening to one’s self-worth, 
participation and responsibility, strong community relationships, and 
learning through consistent reflection. 

I sent out a survey to all members of PCC Organizations, and received
280 responses. The questions and results are shown below.

Although these best practices are primarily at the institutional level, I 
am able to pull lessons and ideas from them that help inform my 
proposals for change.

The following proposals of change follow Lewin’s three-stage process, and are influenced by local data, applied course concepts, and best practices.


